
MusIQ Club Assessment
Level 1 Marking Guide

Part A: Written Test /30
Comments: examples

- We will review these rhythms at the beginning of next term, so don't worry! Nice job on the matching.

Part B: Repertoire /30
To receive full marks, a piece needs to be at performance tempo, rhythmically accurate, with correct fingering, and no 
more than one or two wrong notes, to allow for nerves. Work from full marks and deduct at your discretion depending 
on how under tempo it is, a few or several rhythmical errors, and a few or several wrong notes. Award a bonus point for 
playing from memory.

Group Piece: /15
Comments: example

Great work, I can tell you really like this one. I was very impressed with how you listened to the other players and kept 
going through the whole piece.

Solo Piece: /15
Comments: example

- Good effort, but not quite ready for performance yet. A little slow, and several hesitations while searching for notes. 
Keep working on it, and I want to hear it again in a couple weeks because I know you can play this piece really well with a 
bit more work!

Part C: Ear Training /10
Rhythmic Clapback /5
Observe this in group: Do 5 2-bar rhythms and have class clap them back to you. Work backwards from 5, losing .5 for 
each error.

Melodic Playback /5

Observe this in group: Do 5 3-note playbacks in C position. Work backwards from 5, losing .5 for each error.

Total /70
Pieces learned this term:

Additional Comments on class participation and progress throughout the term: example                 
It is a pleasure to have Matthew in our class. He participates very well, and always has something to 
contribute to group activities. His strengths are definitely his good ear and his ability to memorize 
very quickly. We have been working on note reading, and counting out loud, to help Matthew 
reach his full potential. 
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